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Larry Evans: History's rastproofer
By Bill Stamets
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Global restructuring of the post-Cold War economy has placed entire industries at risk. Trade
unions face historically unique challenges in internationally ratcheted markets. Is there an opening
for a new style of union organizing?
Larry Evans, a postmodern, grass-roots, crosscultural organizer, operates on a novel plane. His
workplace is history. He is a steward of memories.
Using video, he mines the past of industrial workers, hoping to forge a new spirit of unity from this
scarce resource. He started with an inter-mill newsletter for Pittsburgh steelworkers in the 70s. Now,
in the '90s, he is engaged in a sister-city video
dialogue with Ukrainian coal miners.
And for his life's opus, Larry Evans is collecting
the stories of workers who made their livings in industries that are now dying. Far from an academic
pursuit, Evans hopes his tactic of preserving history
may ultimately save jobs, too, if enough workers
can hear their common voices.
"My ambition is to get workers to be able to
speak their piece—tell their history—so everybody
can see each other's story and can understand that
we're all in the same boat," Evans says. "The only
way we can stop this race to the bottom we're
economically thrown into—a race where one nation's workers are pitted against another nation's—
is if those workers communicate with each other
and know what the hell's going on."
Evans came to Chicago recently to screen and
discuss Perestroika from Below, a documentary he
helped produce on striking Soviet miners. He related his experiences in the Ukraine in the-summer
of 1989 to the campaign season at home. "We get
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easily rallied into this pro-America, America-first
campaign out of desperation, not out of insight," he
says. "The people who are going to benefit the
most from protectionism are the wheelers and dealers at the top management level. It's not going
down to the average guy on the shop floor. The
only way he can protect his interests is to win the
communications revolution."
Communicating the history of unionism between
generations and among nations can have radical impact, Evans believes. Swapping stories about bosses
and benefits is more than recreational; it's a crucial
way for workers to counter divisive perceptions.
Noting how American workers are turned against
their Mexican counterparts, Evans fears their Eastem European counterparts are slated for the next
wave of resentment. "We have to know each other.
We have to communicate with other workers.
Either that or we'll just continue this slide into the
inevitability of trade wars turning into real wars,"
he warns.
Early lessons: Evans' first brush with radicalism
came from his aunt, who worked for a tug-boat
company and chaired the local Alger Hiss Defense
Committee.
Early in his Baltimore upbringing, a tone of infamy was injected. His father, a former steelworker,
had tried to shift gears by moving to the country to
try to make a living. But when his father refused to
pay the Baltimore County executive, Spiro Agnew, a
bribe for an access road, his modest venture as a
home builder was doomed. In the Evans household,
Agnew's name was a synonym for poison.
As a youth, Evans enjoyed going against the
grain. When he got punitive assignments in high
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school detention periods, like answering the essay
question, "How high does the meatball bounce?"
Evans says he really got into it. "When everybody
else would be picking their nose, I came to be
known as a flaky writer."
In college he covered sports for the campus
paper. He once defied his wrestling coach's command to take advantage of an opponent's neck injury. Instead of pinning the bandaged wrestler,
Evans beat the still formidable "Hammer Head" on
points alone.
The next day, in an English class, Evans wrote a
"stream-of-consciousness" story about obeying his
coach and putting "Hammer Head" in a "figure-fourheadscissors hold"—killing him on the spot. His
teacher liked the macabre fictionalization enough
to submit it to a national Jesuit magazine. His
coach was livid.
Evans' ROTC career was also ill-starred. "I went
to a military ball with a sergeant's stripe on one
shoulder, a corporal's stripe on the other and a
third-grade arithmetic medal on my chest," he recalls. "They made me stand at attention outside for
the whole time." On grounds of spunk alone—he
thinks—he got a chance to join the Green Berets.
He declined. "It was not based on any politics," he
says, "just rebelliousness on my part."
Full vista: After college, Evans joined VISTA in
1969. He credits that decision to a bumper sticker
of the era that he spotted on the back of a taxi: "If
you're not part of the solution, you're part of the
problem." Evans believes his two-year sojourn
turned him from a "one-dimensional being" who
was a Baltimore jock into a "one-and-a-half-dimensional being" who worked in a Florida migrantworkers camp.
But Evans exceeded the curricular boundaries at
Camp Learn-a-Lot when he took a truckload of
black. Chicano and Seminole kids to a private
beach at Boca Raton. VISTA kicked him out, but he
had enjoyed meeting Malcolm X-reading radicals.
Moving to Pittsburgh, after a run from the Selective Service, Evans took and flunked his physical at
Bethlehem Steel. But U.S. Steel hired him, and
Evans soon joined Ed Sadlowski's insurgent movement inside the steelworkers' union. Evans' speciality: facilitating "an inter-mill conversation."
In 1979, he helped start up the Mill Hunk Herald,
a worker writer magazine where he held the title
"editor of sorts." The Mill Hunk's editorial process
was decidedly democratic. "Every subscriber was
welcome to come to editorial meetings and vote on
manuscripts over an ample supply of beer and
wine," says Evans. "Despite being a pain in the ass,
it was our magic, our one claim to legitimacy. Nobody else in the labor movement, much less the
known universe, operated that way."
Evans boasts, "Because the Mill Hunk was so outrageously bold and open, it became more than a
magazine. It became a cultural movement—creating a community." The Mill Hunk's two softball
teams even voted on their starting lineups. In an introduction to Overtime, an anthology of Mill Hunk
articles and poems, Evans writes, "We provided refuge and expression for dissidents undemocratically
flushed out of the labor movement."
In the early '80s, Evans teamed up with Tony
Buba, rust-belt documenter extraordinaire, to raise
funds for a film to counteract mainstream coverage
of the steel industry crisis. Laid off from US. Steel in
1982, Evans had more than enough time to work on
his film project. Only the money was missing. His
wife, a high school teacher, urged him to forgo his
"radical" agenda and pursue a "safe" project in the
meantime. The resulting video, Steel Valley Stories, is
an oral history portrait of rust-belt retirees.
Evans was amazed at the richness, not to mention radical potential, of the tales they gathered.
One elderly fellow testifies to the "animal instinct"
that organizers developed for detecting ambushes
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The Wan raising these allegations is 0irk Stoffberg, a gunrunner
and the reputed former leader of a South African death squad
that operated in Europe. Stoffberg hasralleged that in August 1980
by railroad dicks. This survivor claims, "The only
way Pennsylvania Railroad cops could get a promo- in London he met with Reagan-Bush campaign manager William
Casey and Richard Alien, the campaign's foreign policy adviser, to
tion was to kill somebody. Nine out of 10 of them
reaching the rank of captain or lieutenant had done discuss the release of the hostages held in Iran,
Stoffberg was toileted in April 1991 for illegally attempting to
it."
sell
1,000 nine spltaeter Smith and Wesson handguns to an unThe series of 36 video portraits appeared on Pittsdercover
Ul Customs agent posing as a Chilean arms dealer. On
burgh's public access channel, where the project
November
21,1991 Stoffberg pleaded guilty to one count of viocaught the attention of a visiting delegation of
lating
the
Arms
Export Control Act.
Soviets from the Ukrainian city of Donetsk—one of
While
he
was
awaiting sentencing at New York's Metropolitan
about a dozen old steel towns tied to Pittsburgh by
Correctional
Center,
Stoffberg provided information concerning
sister-city relationships. Evans soon received an inhis
allegations
to
Spencer
Oliver, chief counsel of the House
vitation from the Donetsk city council to record
Foreign
Affairs
Committee,
Oliver has been investigating the Ocworkers' memories there.
tober
Surprise
allegations
for
the committee. Diane Francis of the
The Ukraine: Evans' expedition to the Donbass
Financial Post of Canada reports that Stoffberg handed Oliver
• region of the Ukraine consisted of 14 Americans
about 100 documents that he says back up his claim of the Lonfrom seven different universities and included four
don meeting.
cameras and four historians. They had planned to
Stoffberg was represented by New York Attorney Thomas FX.
gather first-person recollections from retired workDunn. Dunn was formerly an attorney for former Israeli spy Ari
ers, but instead brought back first-hand recordings
Ben-Menashe, who was acquitted in 1990 on charges that he atof an unfolding labor revolt. Just before arriving in
tempted to illegally sell U5.-made transport planes to Iran. BenJuly 1989, some 4,000 miners went on strike at the
Menashe has claimed first-hand knowledge of the alleged deal beGorky Mine in Donetsk. History was being made,
tween the 1980 Reagan campaign and Iran.
not just remembered.
According to Dunn, British intelligence contacted Stoffberg,
Besides playing a lot of soccer (the Ukrainian
who
had close ties to Iran, in August 1980 to help gain the remen had never played against women before the
lease
of three British missionaries who were hostages in Iran. As
Americans came along), Evans says the Americans
Dunn
told the Financial Post, "Then British intelligence arranged
"tried to drink them under the table" and couldn't.
with
Stoffberg
to have a private meeting with a private US, citiThe also exchanged stories and radical political
zen
in
London,
during the 1|§0 election, and that individual.,.
theories about how the world was changing and
asked
if
he
e«W
help in securing the release of American hos"where the industrial worker is going to fall out in
tages,
an$
he
$aid
he would." Dunn did not name the private US.
the shakeout."
citizen
bit
Stoffberg
has said that it was Casey,
Besides collecting oral histories from older minPlea
bargaining:
Daniel
Klaidman reports in the January 27
ers, Evans filmed meetings on the immediate crisis.
Legal
Times
that
in
exchange
for Stoffberg's cooperation, Oliver
The film narrator states, "The union refused to
wrofea
letter
to
US,
District
Court
Judge Jack Weinstein in which
negotiate with management. It claimed to be manhe said Stoffberg had "prodded the House of Representatives
agement." An angry worker taunts an aloof leader,
Committee J|} Foreign Affairs with substantial assistance in an
"Where was your conscience when you bought an
ongoing investigation.... Although Mr. Stdlfberg's cooperation may
imported refrigerator?" Another scolds the benot lead to any criminal action, the information which he has volleaguered bigwig, "You should apologize and say,
untarily provided to us has already been helpful and, to some ex'Comrades—I'm incompetent,' and get up and
tent, has been corroborated by other evidence." Oliver then releave." The workers' assembly then votes to strip
quested that "Stoffberg's cooperation be taken into consideration
him of his medal as "Honored Miner of the Ukraine,"
by you in the determination of his sentence." The federal senwhich will penalize his pension. One worker protencing guidelines for Stoffberg's crime range from eight to 14
claims, "The time of T is coming to an end. The
months.
time of 'we' is coming."
Against the objections of the U.S, attorney prosecuting the
Future prospects: Perestroika from Below was
case, Weinstein took the Oliver letter into consideration on Janubroadcast on a dozen PBS stations and played at a
ary 14, sentencing Stoffberg to two to ei$it months in prison. In
few European film festivals. As an encore, Evans
his ruling Weinstein wrote that under other circumstances he
and his historian colleagues are raising funds to
would have sentenced Stoffberg to 13 months imprisonment, but
shoot a follow-up. "We desperately need to get
back to Donetsk and help let their voices be heard," because of "the importance of the defendant's cooperation with
Congress, a downward departure of three offense levels is aphe said. But, for the moment, Evans has lost contact with his Donetsk comrades—a term that is out propriate." Stoffberg, who had already spent more than eight
months in jail, was released and promptly deported to South Afof favor only two years later. The independence
rica by the US. Immigration and Naturalization Service.
struggle has eclipsed local union concerns. "Right
Although the Justice Department had argued that Oliver's letter
now. it's kind of nightmarish for both sides of the
was immaterial, it did not appeal Weinsteitfs decision to take the
ocean. I'm afraid they're getting bulldozed under
Oliver letter into consideration during sentencing. Reportedly, the
with all the restructuring, and we're just not heardepartment feared that an unsuccessful appeal would have set
ing the workers' voices coming out of the Soviet
further legal precedent.
Union at all. It doesn't look good for worldwide
Some Republican Congress members were furious at Oliver,
trade unions."
charging mat he overreached his authority. During the debate on
On the home front, this 44-year-old former steelwhether to investigate the October Surprise, a resolution was put
worker is now a consultant for the Steel Industry
Heritage Task Force, a group that is concocting post- forth by Rep. Bob McEwen (R-OH) to investigate Oliver's actions.
It Jailed 249 to 160.
rust schemes for the region's ravaged economy.
Rep, Hyde, a member of the House Foreign Affairs Committee
He is sensitive to parallels to Auto World, the
for
which Oliver works, was one of those who complained that he
failed theme park in Flint, Mich., that Michael
had
no prior knowledge of Oliver's letter. Hyde told Legal Times,
Moore documented in Roger & Me. General Motors
"By
what
authority did Spencer Oliver intervene in this case, and
attempted to capitalize on Motor City memorabilia,
why
wasn't
the minority notified? The letter should have been
including its own outdated assembly lines, by building a museum for tourists where cheery robots had signed by somebody in authority. Maybe Mr. Oliver is running the
Foreign Affairs Committee, and I didn't know it," A spokesman for
taken the place of laid off workers.
Committee Chairman Dante Fascell (D-FL) said that the chairman
Yet, trying to salvage the educational and enterhad authorized the letter.
tainment potential of landmark dinosaurs that dot
By and large the Stoffberg story has gone unreported by the
the landscape, Evans works alongside industrial armainstream press. Noting this lack of coverage, Village Voice
chaeologists and tourism developers. Can recremedia critic James Ledbetter asked "on what grounds does ... the
ation revitalize the mill towns? How many software
boutiques per abandoned blast furnace?
Q press, content to sniif sheets in Little Rock, pretend that Stoffberg
doesn't exist?"
Bill Stamets is a Chicago-based writer, photographer and filmmaker.
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